Movie: Sharmilee
Year: 1971

Song: Oh meri Sharmilee
Lyricist: Neeraj

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Yad na yaad na
Tuze dekha jabse
dilruba dilruba
Muza merah ghar tak

Jaane man tu hai khaa

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Tera kaajal lekar
Rat bani rat bani
teri mehendi lekar

On neeraj naina
Aa jura aa jura
teri laaj ka punguch

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Phool khila phool khila
Jaane man tu hai khaa

Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee
Oh meri Oh meri
Oh meri Sharmilee

Tera raho se guzarre
Jab se ham jab se ham

Jaane man tu hai khaa
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